How to Access Licensing Information

Step 1. To access Licensing information, first click on the Services and Supports Directory on the HCSIS home page: https://www.hcsis.state.pa.us/hcsis-ssd/ServicesSupportDirectory/ServicesSupportHome. Then click on “Providers” in the menu on the left.
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Step 2. Choose a provider of interest.

Use your mouse to select the first letter of the name of the individual or agency from the index below. Clicking on a particular letter will show you a summary of all names beginning with that letter. You will have to search under the “OTHER” link. This gives you a listing of all the names that do not start with a letter.

[A]

- A AND E HOME CARE LLC
- A HELPING HOME LLC
- A HOME HEALTH CARE LLC
- A NEW DIRECTION WHATS NEXT
- A SECOND WIND OF PITTSBURGH
- A UNIMAIID SERVICES INC
- AARONS ACRES
- ABILITIES BEHAVIORAL HEALTH LLC
- ABLE MIND AND BODY HOME CARE AGENCY
- ABLE SERVICES INC
- ABUNDANT LIVING AT PETERSONS INC
- ACCESS SERVICES INC
- ACCESSABILITIES INC
- ACUCARE HOME NURSING INC
- ACEVA SUPPORT
- ACHIEVING MORE INC
- ACHIEVING MORE INC
- ACME PROVIDERS INC
- ACT HOME HEALTH SERVICES INC
- ACUTE COMMUNITY HOME AOD ACHD
- ADL SUPPORT SERVICES LLC
- ADULT BEHAVIORAL SERVICES LLC
- ADVANCE CANE TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT CORP
- ADVANCED BEHAVIOR TREATMENT LLC
- ADVOCATES OUTREACH INC
- ADVOCATING AWARENESS LLC
- AEGIS RESIDENTIAL SERVICES INC
- AGAPE CARE INC
- AGAPE FAMILY HOME INC
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Step 3. Click on “Go to this service provider’s certification information,” in the menu on the upper right.
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Step 4. Choose a service location of interest.
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Step 5. Review the results.
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Another example results page.
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The screen shows “There are no certified service locations for this provider” when licensing doesn’t apply to the provider selected.